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Abstract 
 

Home network service industry, the driving force for future national development and new 
changes, may be deemed to comprehend tremendous potential of future development, 
however as home network services proliferate and various types of home network services 
emerge, home network services are growing vulnerable to cyber attacks, becoming significant 
source of social and economic instability in our society, and thus necessary is user 
authentication to prevent occurrence of infiltration upon home network service and exposure 
of user information.  

The system proposed in this paper offers authority or control over an approach to licensed 
users for diverse devices used in Home Network, preventing unlicensed users from 
inappropriate approach. In relation to communications of security certification for each 
device, reduction in added resources and high security can be both met through a security 
token generated using OTP, which is reasonably applicable to low-efficiency instruments that 
compose a home network. 
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1. Introduction 

 

In modern society, a natural connection of real to cyber spaces, combined with rapid 
advance in IT industry, has made home network service appear and develop besides our 
workplace setting. Among other IT technologies, home network service industry has 
been an on-going issue in this current as a prime mover for national development and 
new change, also with a great potential in its development ahead. With spread of home 
network service especially in diverse forms recently, however, scope in target for cyber 
attack has also enlarged, throwing an element of anxiety over our society socially and 
economically. This state of affairs necessitates user authentication that prevents 
occurrence of invasion incidents and exposure of user information in home network 
service.   

In tune with the development and extension of ubiquitous home network environment, 
various wired and wireless network techniques are being developed and researched on, 
and in this accord, various researches are under active progress in security related fields 
like user authentication and device authentication etc. As sharing of resources among 
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the devices in home network environment grow increasingly common, security 
requirements will also grow more diverse and complicated. 

In home network environment, devices communicate basically wirelessly. The risks 
that may occur in home network environment vary widely such as device theft and loss, 
IP spoofing, DoS(Denial of Service) attack, Trojan horse, warm virus, signal 
interruption attack and battery depletion attack etc. The requirements of security for 
home network environment to block such attacks include authentication, confidentiality, 
integrity etc, and also additional requirements such as anonymity, non-repudiation, 
administrative right management etc are needed as well. 

 Authentication techniques for home network require network security techniques, 
verification technique and blocking technique to distinguish eligible user that may 
access home network service through user authentication when any user attempts to 
access a service that home network supports, and control or blocks any unauthorized 
individual that attempts manipulation of instrument, and also need safe security 
technique that can prevent ineligible use or access by unauthorized individual. 

To enable an outside client to control home network with a mobile terminal like 
PDA, this thesis focused on user authentication and approach control among security 
elements of home network. We propose a method of home network user authentication 
by direct access to home server from outside home, using OTP-based authentication, 
not via authentication server of home network service provider that was left out of 
consideration from the mechanical criterion for home server-oriented home network 
user authentication for group (TTASKO-120030) by Telecommunications Technology 
Association (TTA) in Korea. 

This authentication uses X509 v3- based authentication for certification, controlling 
devices by dividing user group on its extension area, and for devices with restricted 
approach, it controls approach by adding ACL (Access Control List). Such a division 
into user with restricted approach and its manager can present approaches for each 
device and protect it safely from outside attack. 
 
2. Related Studies 
 
2.1. Home Network 

HNIT (Home Networking & IT) under CEA (Consumer Electronics Association), the 
U.S., defines home network as “a coupling together of home appliances and electronic 
systems for remote approach control possible.” That is, through home network, each 
product must connect each other to share mutual service, while the user must be able to 
remote-control scattered instruments or use the service provided by each instrument. 
Setting in which such home network service has been in application is called digital 
home. In 2003, when the Ministry of Information and Communication designated this 
industry as one of next-generation growth engines for Korea, the term of digital home 
was first used. Digital home is the concept that unites home networking technology and 
information electronics embodied with this technology, suggesting that ubiquitous 
environment has been applied to general homes. 

 Home network is, as shown in Figure 1, binding instruments at home into one 
network to make them capable of communication and connecting these to outside 
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internet network to allow controlling consumer appliance from at/outside home, 
regardless of the user’s position. 

 

 
 

Figure  1.  Home Network Composition Diagram 
 
2.2. OTP (One-time Password) 

OTP is the system of generating a password available for only one time, thus it 
authenticates user by using different passwords for each time. OTP, a typical method of 
double-element user authentication and basically devised on the basis of cryptographic 
idea, is the system of high security and convenience to use. Since it uses another 
password for each time, it is, unlike the system using the fixed password, proof against 
attack by reusing password, and since it uses cryptographic algorithm, it is also proof 
against prediction of a possible password in use for next time from the one currently 
used. Hence it is safe. If you enter a user password and input value for generating one-
time password into the OPT program stored in OPT token or user PC, the system 
generates one-time password using cryptographic algorithm. Here, only by entering 
different values for each time for input values, does a one-time password come into 
being, and depending on what kind of value is entered for this input value, it is 
classified into diverse OPT methods. 

 
2.3. Home Network Security Technique 

  Home network involves many security vulnerabilities to be considered in addition to the 
existing security vulnerability that occurred in internet etc due to wired and wireless network 
and various protocols etc. Various devices of home network, which are interlinked with 
internet, are subject to attack from outside, and furthermore in home network, the security 
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requirements are growing increasingly complicated due to the diversity of devices and sharing 
of resources among them. 

 
2.3.1 User Authentication 

  In home network, the process of user authentication is required for identification of 
individuals using each device. In home network, various user authentication techniques like 
biometrics, password, authentication certificate, Smart Card and RFID etc can be utilized, and 
user authentication technique can be used for remote access to home network from outside 
home as well as from home and use of services like internet banking from home. 

 
2.3.2 Middleware Security 

  Basic security functions are provided also to middleware used for home gateway and each 
device, and relevant security functions also are being standardized. 

 
2.3.3 Access Control 

  In the course of home services, control of access to home network resources is required. 
Since the types of home services differ and the ranges of control of home network elements 
vary, access control should be established. When home network environment is considered, 
the list of access controls should desirably be embedded in the terminal and access right is 
restricted according to consistent security policy in safety aspect or user aspect for overall 
management of home gateway and active counteraction against illegal infiltration by leakage 
of authentication information. 

 
2.3.4 Device Authentication 

  To prevent illegal use of device, authentication of devices the elements of home network 
is required. So far, authentication of device has been provided at middleware level. 

 
2.3.5 Authentication among Devices 

  Providing smooth service of home network requires the process of mutual authentication 
among devices for sharing of resources among home network components. Presently, 
authentications among devices, the basic security function for various home services, have 
been provided at middleware level. 

 
3. Proposed System 
 
3.1 Overall System 

In the proposed user authentication technique, users access home network from 
outside via internet and are authenticated not by way of business authentication server. 
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Figure  2.  Direct authentication in home network 
 

The proposed authentication method get both authentication and remote service through 
home server existing in home network unlike existing authentication method that receives 
notification of authentication result from home network business authentication server and 
provides remote service through home network business authentication server. 

  Here is the big picture of the technique. When extra-house user accesses client device, i.e., 
mobile device etc through mobile device, the system provides with safe user authenticate, and 
when the user accesses home network through SSL(Secure Sockets Layer) channel, executes 
multi-access control on each user's device from home gateway. 

  For user authentication, user should first register with home server and get certificate, and 
this is the only process in which user can be authenticated as the right user through 
authenticating organization. 

  User gets authentication certificate issued from home server directly through 
USB(Universal Serial Bus) cable, and home server issues authentication certificate after 
saving server and client by generating the device ID and OTP module etc. Client transfers 
authentication certificate request query and device ID when user accesses home network with 
the issued authentication certificate through internet from outside, and at this time, the 
transferred query and device ID generate OTP random parameter through the OTP module 
that client keeps and transfers authentication certificate information to server by encoding it 
in secret key algorithm. 

  The home server that received request of authentication from client also requests the 
authentication information of client through home gateway after decoding and checking with 
the use of the OTP random parameter generated through the OTP module it has. 
 

  The client generates OTP random parameter through OTP module that it has and sends 
authentication certificate information to server again by encoding it with secret key algorithm. 
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Later on, home server also decodes with the OTP random number created in OTP module and 
if authentication certificate is correct, controls device by assessing home network. 

User authentication certificate is programmed in a way that instruments out of control in 
groups of instruments applicable to user right fundamentally are restricted of access by 
adding access rejection list. Also, about instrument which is already under user's control, user 
authentication certificate offers multi-access control through which other user may control 
access. 

  The overall structure of the proposed home network user authentication system is shown 
in Figure 3. When accessing home server, remote device requests authentication to home 
server by using the randomized number generated in the certificate of open key encoding 
algorithm and OTP module. Home server is composed of home gateway for the 
communication between client device of outside user and home device within home network, 
OTP authentication module for user authentication, and CA. The home server that received 
authentication request authenticates eligible user by verifying it. 

 

 
Figure  3.  Structure of Proposed System 

 

For the control of access to devices existing inside home network, the access control list 
composed by the users that access home network is used, and the home devices that users can 
access are set apart. As access control list ACL within the issued authentication certificate are 
organized in groups, user can access only the devices applicable to user right. Administrator 
can manage by dividing into devices that can be accessed depending on user class and those 
that may not be accessed, and client can request addition/deletion of access control list to 
administrator. If the requested is done, client get authentication certificate re-issued from 
home server. 
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  Device that user is already using provides with multi-access control to restrict use of other 
user, and this is achieved with the use of OTP randomized parameter each user generates. 

 
3.2. Authentication Certificate Issuing Procedure 

  Home server generates and saves the device ID and key for device of each user, and if 
user device is added or deleted, user registers device the device and has device ID and key re-
issued with home server. 

  As for certificate issuing process, user connects USB cable directly from the 
authentication server in the home network that has client device and get user certificate 
issued. 

 

 

 

Figure  4.  Certificate Issuing Process 
 

For issuance, authentication server saves the device ID and key for client device in home 
server by generating them, and issues certificate after authenticating the status of eligible user 
through certifying organization. In addition, authentication server saves and synchronizes 
OTP module same between home server and client device after duplicating each other upon 
certificate issuance. User certificate is composed of client device ID and individual key, home 
device list and home device number as shown in Figure 4. 

 
3.3. User Authentication Procedure 
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  User authentication is done by using the authentication certificate that user is issued and 
the OTP parameter generated in the OTP module which is synchronized with the home server 
of home network. Then user requests authentication to the home gateway that manages the 
communication of home server through remote device from outside, and OTP authenticating 
module and CA authenticate eligible user. At this time, user requests access to home network 
through SSL(Secure Sockets Layer) fundamentally. 

  The overall procedure of user authentication is as shown in Figure 5. First off, the remote 
device that accesses home network from outside generates random parameter r1 through OTP 
module, and encodes and transfers query data and remote device DID with secret key 
algorithm by requesting authentication with personal key. 

 

 

Figure 5.  Procedure of User Authentication 
 

Once the request of user authentication is transferred, home server generates random 
parameter r1′  by using the OTP authentication module in it, decodes the query data encoded 
with this random parameter and the DID of remote device, and check query data and DID 
value through CA. And then home server requests to user the information of the 
authentication certificate of the user that sent authentication request. The user that received 
request of authentication certificate information generates OTP random parameter r2, encodes 
the authentication certificate information to be sent to home server with the use of the 
generated random parameter r2, and transfers it to home server. 
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  The OTP authentication module of home server also decodes the information of the 
authentication certificate which is encoded with personal key for the generated OTP random 
parameter r2′ , verifies the information of the decoded authentication certificate in CA, and 
if the information of the authentication certificate is verified, completes the authentication of 
user by transferring authentication confirmation response to user through home gateway. 
After that, client device can control the home device inside home network. 

 
3.4. Home Device Access Control 

  Once user authentication process is done, access to each device can be done through 
home gateway as shown in Figure 6. When outside client accesses home device, the right to 
access home device is granted depending on the user, and home sever controls access to home 
device by judging whether access can be granted or not through the authentication certificate 
of outside client. 

 

 

Figure  6.  Control of Access to Device 
 

①  

 - Hashes the random parameter value generated in OTP module and its own key after 
linking them. 

 - Transfers hash value, the value that encoded DIDnum an X.509 based attribute, and 
control command message, and client's own DID to home server. 

 ② Home server decodes by using client's DID value, and notifies DIDnum and control 
command by verifying them. 
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3.5. User Authentication Certificate 

  In the authentication certificate used in user authentication process, instruments 
applicable to user right are combined in groups of access control list ACL fundamentally as 
shown in Figure 7. 

 

 

Figure  7.  User Authentication Certificate 
 

 
4. Performance Evaluation 

Performance evaluation was verified through comparison analysis with existing system and 
safety analysis. The symmetric key ID/password based technique which was used in existing 
system, and the technique of using authentication certificate etc were compared and analyzed 
with the authentication technique proposed in this paper, and security matters were analyzed 
by the issues with focus on safety. 
 

4.1. Comparison Analysis with Existing System 

The ID/password method used in existing home network system and home network 
method that used open key based authentication certificate were compared with the proposed 
protocol, and security matters were compared and analyzed with focus on safety. 
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[Table 1] Performance Comparison with Existing System 

 

 
P Company 

Protocol 

S Company

Protocol 

M Company 

Protocol 

Proposed 

Protocol 

Authentication 
Method ID/Password ID/Password Authentication 

certificate 
Authentication 
certificate 

Device 
authentication Y Y N Y 

Access control Y N N Y 

Mutual 
authentication N Y N Y 

Message 
transferring 

method 

Transfers 
after encoding 

with 
symmetric key

Transfers 
after encoding 

with 
symmetric key

Transfers after 
encoding with 

open key 

Transfers after 
encoding with 
random r value 
and symmetric 

key 

User class N N N Y 

 
4.2. Analysis of Safety 

  Safety analysis was done on the safety in user authentication process, safety on sniffing 
attack, safety on spoofing and re-transferring attack, and safety on the reduction of 
authentication process, and the details are as follows: 

 
4.2.1 Safety on User Authentication 

  The proposed user authentication method is done through authentication certificate. Since 
authentication certificate is issued directly to user through cable in off-line condition, this 
method does not involve any problem of on-line attack. Unlike the method in which server 
and client transfer the key value used in encoding and decoding in user authentication process, 
the proposed technique allows each entity to use key value by generating random value 'r' 
with the use of synchronized OTP module. In addition, the generated key values, since they 
use single session random value of OTP, blocks risks like leakage or loss etc fundamentally. 

 
4.2.2 Safety on Sniffing Attack 

  Methods of controlling device in home network include use of cable and transferring of 
message to control device through existing wired network or wireless network, and whatever 
method is used to transfer data, data are transferred always after encoding, and thus no risk 
exists as to exposure of data unless illegal device holds key. 

  The proposed method fundamentally blocks risk of sniffing attack in network 
environment as server and client directly generate key value the most important of user 
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authentication process without transferring it. In practice, in user authentication and device 
control process, the random value generated by the OTP module of home server and client is 
used as symmetric key encoding secret key, and proper key value that can be used in 
authentication process may not be generated or estimated without the OTP authentication 
module shared through synchronization at the time of initial authentication certificate. 

 
4.2.3 Safety on Spoofing and Re-transferring Attack 

  For safety against spoofing and re-transferring attack, transferred data use random value 
that OTP module generated, and thus illegal user may not access it. After user authentication 
process, the control messages for home device also are electronically signed with the use of 
the authentication information used in authentication process and OTP random value, and 
even if the message is intercepted midway, the message contents may not be inferred nor be 
re-transferred through interception for message contents change each time. 

 
4.2.4 Safety on the Reduction of Authentication Process 

  In home network, user authentication and device control methods include authentication 
via 3rd authenticating organization and transfer of device control message. If server of 
authenticating organization cannot provide service due to problem like hacking attack or 
server instability etc, inconvenience, safety deterioration and risk of personal user's 
information leakage in the use of home network are inevitable. The user authentication 
method proposed in this paper simplifies authenticating procedure, minimizes security risk by 
outside situation and obtain safety by authenticating user and transferring device control 
message only through home server and client devices except for initial issuance of user 
authentication certificate. 

  Compared with existing protocols, the proposed protocol somewhat differs in operation 
frequency, and contains some added functions like OTP etc on top of those that existing 
protocols have, but judging from the rapid development of hardware, such differences will 
not cause any significant problem, being expected to be solved through hardware 
development. In addition, the protocol uses only the functions that existing protocols already 
have regarding home network system composition, and does not require other additional 
function. 

  The ID/password based protocols of P company and S company that encode with 
symmetric key undergo severe infliction of security when password is exposed, and are 
relatively vulnerable to network based attacks like spoofing and sniffing etc. In addition they 
involve potential risk by re-transfer attack due to absence of Timestamp function. 

  M company that used authentication certificate provides higher security safety on 
spoofing and sniffing compared with ID/password based P company and S company by 
adopting the method of encoding with open key. However, they still have the vulnerability on 
re-transfer attack due to absence of Timestamp function. 
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Figure 8.  Graph of comparing each protocol's security 

 

Regarding security aspect, the proposed protocol is shown to be safe against various 
attacks like spoofing attack, sniffing attack and re-transfer  attack etc as shown in Figure 8. 
Even in the same hardware composition, security increases or decreases depending on how 
each function is used. The mutual authentication by each stage has the long point that 
spoofing attack and re-transfer attack can be definitely blocked in each stage. 

 
5. Conclusion 

  Home network environment that receives various services to home as well as work office 
without restriction of time or space owing to sustainable development of information 
communication techniques and proliferation of internet now became generally available 
technique. At the same time, there still exist various security intimidations that may occur in 
network environment, and social economical instability elements also are increasing due to 
extension of cyber attack. 

  Information home electronic devices, which are utilized in home network environment 
have relatively low computing capability, leading to hardship of carrying security function, 
involves the problem of being vulnerable to cyber attack. Furthermore, home network can 
become object of cyber attack occurring in internet due to connection with internet, and thus 
fall victim to many problems like trespassing of private life, exposure of personal information 
and abuse of personal information etc due to security vulnerability to hacking, warm virus, 
DoS(denial of service) attack and wire-tapping of personal information etc. 

  To protect home network from security risks which increase with technical development, 
sustainable active researches should follow. 

  First off, to prevent infiltration accident of home network service and exposure of user 
information, safe technique of user authentication is required. 
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  This paper proposed home network user authentication method that authenticates user and 
provides service directly through the home server of home network unlike existing 
authentication methods that authenticate user and provides service through the authentication 
server of home network business. 

  First off, the client device that outside user uses gets authentication certificate directly 
from home server through USB communication etc, encodes and safely protects the 
information of authentication certificate with the use of the random parameter generated in 
mutual time synchronization method by being embedded with the OTP module synchronized 
with the OTP authentication module of home server. Since user gets authentication certificate 
issued directly through cable on-line, no problem may occur from on-line attack. Also, since 
the secret key used for encoding and decoding during user authentication process uses 
synchronized OTP, and generates random value without transfer between server and client, 
this method minimizes the risk of leakage or loss. In addition, since the data in the proposed 
protocol are transferred always after being encoded, no data can be exposed unless illegal 
device knows client's personal key and random value 'r'. Moreover, as the requirement of 
preliminary operation to synchronize the random value 'r' generated in existing home server 
and transfer from the server to client is omitted, this protocol produces the effect of reducing 
communication overhead. 

  As authentication is safe against attacks like sniffing etc, inferring of personal key and 
authentication certificate is difficult owing to encoding of information with the use of single 
session random value 'r' generated in the OTP of home server and client in the process of user 
authentication, and messages in the control of home device are transferred with hashed value 
encoded again, inferring of message contents is impossible even if the message is intercepted 
midway. 

  Further studies must be done later on to develop lighter OTP generating module and 
maximize efficiency by simplifying authenticating procedure in consideration of various 
functions of remote devices. Also there need be studies on more efficient and safe method of 
wireless access and control of home device with the use of portable device and researches on 
safer security protocols applying safe security protocols used in existing wired network and 
the proposed method. 
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